
The	explanation	of	the	 “Sword of the King” Art-Peace	

 This Art-Peace called “Sword of the King.” It is an “Allusion Cypher” meaning this Art-Peace is alluding to a certain 
thing. In this case it’s a particular number. It also has an “Accumulative Total Cypher” inside it as well, meaning within a 
certain area as you add up the numerical values its accumulative total references certain numerical values which correspond to 
other Hebrew words that have a powerful meaning & cross-references many other areas within this Art-Peace. There’s also a 
Scramble Cypher as well. 

 Now at the top  of this Art-Peace is the Hebrew phrase Ani El-Shaddai אני-אל-ש-ד-י which means I Am G-D 
Almighty & you can calculate the speed of light using that phrase. This has been covered in two previous works of Art. 
In “Encounter of the first kind” & “The Guardian of Israel.” But we will go over it real quick here. When you take Ani 
 mending G-D Almighty with a אל-ש-ד-י meaning “I” with a numerical value of 61, then multiply 61 by El-SHaddai אני
numerical value of 345 you get 61 x 345 = 21045. Whats so special about this number? Well when you take 21045 to the 
4th root you get 1.86293 which is the scientific notation for the speed of light in miles per second which is 186,293 
miles per hour exactly.  

 This phrase added together is 345+61=406. 406 is the 28th triangular number. Meaning 28 plus all of its 
previous digits form a triangular shape with 406 points. Written below this phrase is Koach כח which means Power & 

Potential having a numerical value of 28. Now from 28 or Koach כח we get to 7 as 28 is the 7th triangular number. So 7 

or the letter Zayin ז starts the next sequence below which is the symbol in the back, middle & top representing a sword. 
Now when you add 7+28+406 you get 441 & is the numerical value of the last word in this Art-Peace which is Emet 
  .”meaning Truth & is one of the names for G-D. The first word is “I AM” the last word is “Truth אמת

 Now all of the letters in the middle here equal 442 which is 17x26. 17 is equal to the Hebrew word Tov which 
means goodness. Then 26 is the numerical value of the Divine Name of G-D, The Yood, the Hey, the Vav, then the Hey 
equals 26. So this can be seen as G-Ds goodness. Let’s now look at all of the Hebrew letters in this middle cypher area. 
The top again is Zayin ז & represents a sword. Then below is the Hebrew phrase Owr Kadam אור קדם. Which means 

the light from the east or the primordial light. Then all the way to the back is the letter Hey ה then you will see two 

more letters written onto of this letter the lamed & Beit לב all together הלב means the Heart. If read this way לבה with 

the Hey at the end it means a flame. Then at the very bottom is the phrase key tov כי טוב which means it is good. The 
first time tho word Tov/good is mentioned in the Torah is in reference to light. & G-d saw the light that it was good. 
Now let’s look at all the triangles on these letters. The Zayin ז or 7th triangle again is 28 which is Koach כח meaning 

power & potential. Then the Aleph א having a numerical value of 1 in the word meaning light אור. The 1st triangular 

number is 1. Then Vav ו which is the 6th letter & the 6th triangular number is 21. Then the Reysh ר the 20th letter & 
the 20th triangular number is 210. When you add up the triangles of the letters that forms the word Light in Hebrew 
1+21+210  its total is 232 the same value as Yahee Owr which means let there be light. Then next to Owr meaning light 
is Kadam קדם meaning east again & the triangles on this word the letter Koof 19= ק. The 19th triangular number is 

190. Then the letter Dalet 4=ד. The 4th triangular number is 10. Then Mem 13=ם. The13th triangular number is 91. 
When you add up the triangles of the letters that forms the word East in Hebrew 190+10+91  its total is 291 the same value as 
Aretz meaning Earth. Let there be Light upon the Earth. Now if you continue to add up all the triangular numbers for each 
letter here in the middle you end up with a total value of 837 is the numerical value of Yeshayahu or Isaiah 43:11 I, I am the 
Lord, and besides Me there is no Savior.   May we Bless Adonai the King, may we Fear His Holy Name & Remember the Torah 
of His servant Moses. The Hebrew Alphabet is the Genetic Fabric of the Universe, the Holy Torah is the Mirrored Reflection of 
Pure Divine Will, (G-D) in the Cosmos, & may the Eternal Light of the Holy Torah fall like Rain upon the Earth. May this 
Art-Peace shed the Light & the Truth of the Holy Torah’s Sublime Wisdom upon all those who See it & Hear the Words 
therein, & may this Art spark Holy conversations that are pleasing to our KING, the Holy One, Blessed be He forever & ever 
Hallelu’Yah amen! To be continued…                      

Additional information comes with Art.  

New Discoveries, Literature, & Art by “Tsophnat Paneach  the Speed of Light Artisan” 

Meaning “Decoder of Mysteries” = “The one who explains what is hidden” 

The place where Astrophysics & Art collide! ESM.us All Art inspired by Torah & Tanakh


